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                Our knowledgeable staff are here to help you every step of the way!

            

            
                
                    
Abyss Scuba Diving is Sydney's premier PADI dive centre and Australia's first Avelo Dive Center, offering a superior standard of scuba diving experiences. We provide top-tier dive gear, comprehensive courses, and guided dive trips locally and far-flung destinations. Our team of highly skilled scuba instructors is dedicated to guiding you on your underwater journey, ensuring you a...
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Sydney Diving

So, you're looking for some good diving? Well, each month, the Abyss Dive Calendar has fifty different shore dives and boat dives that will meet your needs. Come diving at Sydney's best dive sites and marine creatures! Check out our weedy sea dragon, grey nurse sharks & giant cuttlefish.            
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Weekend Dive Trips

Get ready for an unforgettable weekend of diving! From Sydney, you can easily access some of the most beautiful coastal sites and create memories that will last a lifetime. Immerse yourself in an amazing underwater world without having to travel too far from your city routine!   
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Diving Holidays 

Sydney is the perfect starting point for an exciting dive holiday. From the majestic Great Barrier Reef in Australia to the crystal clear waters of Fiji, Palau and Vanuatu in the Pacific - there’s a wealth of incredible locations and experiences just waiting for you to go diving.    
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                        Discover Sydney's Underwater World with PADI Dive Courses - Explore the Depths of the Ocean and Unlock New Adventures!                    

                

                
                    
                        
At Abyss, we cater to your needs regarding scuba diving courses. PADI courses are available for those wishing to learn to scuba dive with a PADI open water diver course or certified divers who want to train in diving specialties such as Wreck Diving, Enriched Air and Avelo Diving. We also offer Freediving, Technical diving, and Dive Instructor level training. Le...
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